Delayed onset of contralateral pulmonary edema following reexpansion pulmonary edema of a collapsed lung after video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery.
This case report describes a 61-year-old man who developed reexpansion pulmonary edema (RPE) of the collapsed left lung after video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery because of left thoracic empyema, complicated with secondary contralateral pulmonary edema later. The left lung was gently reexpanded after surgery under one-lung ventilation anesthesia for 2.5 hours. The patient developed RPE of the left lung immediately after surgery, and required mechanical ventilation with positive end-expiratory pressure support. RPE was resolved within 24 hours. Nevertheless, delayed onset of contralateral pulmonary edema manifested on chest radiography 4 days later without clinical symptoms such as tachypnea or dyspnea. There was no evidence of pulmonary infection, fluid overload, postoperative renal insufficiency or cardiogenic onslaught. Late manifestation of contralateral pulmonary edema in the wake of previous left-sided RPE was suspected from exclusion of possible culprits. Response to steroid therapy made inflammation-related pulmonary edema a likely diagnosis. This case demonstrates that delayed contralateral pulmonary edema with only radiographic evidence can emerge 4 days after resolution of RPE of a collapsed lung. Methods to prevent RPE and management of one-lung ventilation are described.